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if your character has no legs, you may choose to make your character an "invisible" character, which
would hide his character model. in this case, use the above command to turn off the "invisible"
setting. turn off hands. if your character has no hands, you'll want to turn off the ai hands script.
you'll need to turn off both the hands script, hands, and the ai prodigy script. you'll also want to
make sure to turn off ai legs. basically, there are so many things that might help to make faces much
more realistic. start with a nice set of reference, preferably digital ones. a good face is a matter of
taste and creativity, and you'll find your own, but know that no one face is perfect, by any means.
make a basic model from a picture, then pick a feature, try to make it slightly less bulbous or old,
always ask yourself 'what's the purpose of this feature?'- nasal width, it looks very skinny on most
models - eye and nasal width, make it bigger, on all models, both male and female, eyes might be a
bit smaller at first. on a good model, have you anything that looks bulked, but not too much? a long
chin? a pointed chin? bald/scarred head? narrow skull? long moustache and goatee? jutting lower
jaw? pointed brow ridge? nothing wrong with those features. a point here is that you can make a
model look somewhat odd if you go through the process of changing all of them. sometimes, some
features are just the way they are, there is no problem, but you can make some models much more
recognizable, most notably the person's race (inbred dwarfs look weird, so do trolls and goblins). if
you do it really well, the result is quite beautiful, but be careful, don't exaggerate, if you go too far
the model might not pass in a fantasy setting.- volume, if you have a nice photo of a person's face,
and try to make the nose and chin smaller, you might get an artistic result, but you'll have to make a
model out of it (a nice one). then there's the ears, they might be too big, and the lips, they might be
too thin. your model might have pointy ears, too big a nose or too big lips, it doesn't matter what's
unrealistic as long as it's not too scary for a fantasy face. if you make it really different, it might look
like a fantasy reptile.
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i started making other meshes with the importer, which was named facegen, but the name was
already taken. when i was feeling brave i talked to alex pittaluga, who is in charge of the importer at
bethesda. he encouraged me to send him an email and i did. he told me his plan was to make it 10
times better than the old importer i had. he told me that he was making a new engine for it and he
wanted to release it as free and open-source. i'm interested in having this tool made a official mod

by mod authors. this is a done tool that exists in-game already! why not go with the one that is
already working like a charm, and make a little money selling it to the mod teams for usage by their

users? special note:the morroblivion unofficial patch includes an optional magic-addon. there are
several critical bugs in this file which requiresthe magic-addon-update from 2018-may. this critical
patch is not included with any version of the unified hotfix addon, and must be installed separately.

the magic-addon should be placed at the bottom of your load-order below the bashed patch. the
magic-addon-update should be placed below the magic-addon. so i propose that an official load

order including all morroblivion mods (the main.esm /.esp's, the unofficial patch and all the hotfixes
(i understand some were not included in the cumulative merge), which plugins are to be loaded after

the bashed_patch, as well as all of the optional additional mod.esp's on this website be created by
the experienced modders / staff on this website (i am just a newbie lol). 5ec8ef588b
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